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GBWhatsApp is an advanced and customized mod of the original WhatsApp and is most suitable for those who want to use two Whatsapp accounts on the same device. It is based on the fashion of WhatsApp Plus, which was discontinued by WhatsApp creators when they ordered WhatsApp. The advantage of GBWhatsApp is that you
can install it along with your original WhatsApp without any interference. You can also view messages that have been deleted by another user, and you can easily get photos that have been deleted in a private or group chat. This version of Whatsapp is also best suited in case you get banned from the original Whatsapp. Accounts that
receive are banned from receiving only a small message: Your phone number is prohibited from using WhatsApp. Seek help in support. Whatsapp official usually doesn't issue any warnings before banning your account, and that's all you can't use Whatsapp anymore. But GBWhatsapp offers a detour from the Whatsapp ban. WhatsApp
plus Mod stayed in circulation and because of that we have GBWhatsApp which you can easily customize if you are a developer. GB WhatsApp has a modified user interface for additional features and uses the same license and protocol as WhatsApp. Once installed, you can continue to use GBWhatsApp with the new number as a fully
independent chat app. GBWhatsapp comes with lots of features and more improvements. In addition, it has many new themes and improved privacy policies. You can use this app to discover the hidden features of Whatsapp. The best app to enjoy two different accounts on the same device. You can hide your status online, send large
video files, more than 90 photos can be sent at once, not 10 photos in WhatsApp. GBWhatsApp Features: GBWhatsApp supports many special features added to its latest Modded APK. Because this app comes from independent developer AlexMods, so it gives the anti-Ban app a function and makes it Ban Proof. It works great on
standard phones and there is no need for Root Access. But you can always check if your phone is rooted using the Root Checker app. You'll also notice improved personal privacy when using this modern version of Whatsapp. You can disable calls from specific people with the ability to block and unlock. Also, change the tick styles of
your choice. It's easy to hide your last seen by changing the settings in privacy options. Normally you won't find these settings on standard Whatsapp. You can also hide the double tick and set up the second tick settings. And the other person won't even know you're this. In normal Whatsapp any changes you make you have to implement
it for yourself as well. But this is the beauty of GB Whatsapp where you only have to make changes to one side until you like everything yourself. Privacy and Customization in GB Whatsapp In the latest update, you can also set privacy on your status and can only for yourself or your contacts. Or you can hide your status from specific
contacts. This feature is unique only to GB Whatsapp. You can also stop receiving calls from anyone you want, or for everyone. Now talk about the fun features of GB Whatsapp include increasing the profile of your contacts' photos. Just click on the photo and zoom in. In addition, you will also receive a warning if one of your friends has
changed his Whatsapp profile picture. Also, you can copy any status just to open your status copy and download. Sharing multimedia on this modern version is also fun and you can share up to 90 images at a time. Audio clips can be up to 100MB and video size can be up to 30MB. Watching media is also very easy as everything loads
automatically and you only have to click and play. Please note that we do not recommend using GBWhatsApp because it is unofficial and offers encrypted. WhatsApp Inc. has officially begun to discourage the use of such apps. You can read more often and you can customize the messenger's themes and apply custom themes. It also
offers a dark mode and built-in emoji shift along with numerous GBWhatsapp themes. Settings also include the ability to change missed call icons, which are very useful if you use GBWhatsapp for secret purposes along with the ability to change the screen of your calls. All of these features may seem amusing, but keep in mind that this
version of Whatsapp is very modded and insecure compared to the official version. This is why this version has been removed from the playstore and poses a serious privacy threat highlighted in this article. You're browsing old versions of GBWhatsapp. Here you will find APK files of all versions of GBWhatsapp available on our website,
published so far. Latest version: FOLLOW USA Latest Official GB and PlusNowadays, many people use WhatsApp to share videos, photos, audio, and more. If you want to use WhatsApp with some additional features, then GBWhatsApp APK is available for download and installation on your device. The developers have modified the
official WhatsApp to add some interesting features such as hiding double ticks, changing themes, installing online status, using WhatsApp accounts, and more. It has the extra privacy available in it and there is no need to pay anything to use this mod. Stay 2000 for more interesting information! If you haven't used it, then you should try it
now. Don't worry about the process of downloading and installing the app on your device. I'll be directing you about the process of downloading and installing. Download GBWhatsApp APK GBWhatsApp APK Many apps are available market like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and more. WhatsApp is very popular because of its features,
but know The Mod WhatsApp with additional features has come. It's a fantastic app for users and has advanced features. GBWhatsApp is the earliest WhatsApp mod, which is usually updated Until today. This is another impressively configured version of WhatsApp GBWhatsApp may be like OGWhatsApp, but it has a lot of enhanced
features. You don't need to delete WhatsApp if you want to install GBwhatsapp apk. GBWhatsApp has great attributes; You can view under GBWhatsapp APK File Details: App NameGBWhatsApp APK Android Version4.3 and above the latest version12.03 Total downloads4,000,000 App size53.5 MB Root RequiredNot Root Required
Main PurposeMod WhatsApp with additional features Last updated day ago Download GBWhatsApp GB Whatsapp APK 2019 developed with features features and all these features that you can use on your smartphone. Below are the features of GB Whatsapp Auto Reply: First, you can also use this automatic response feature when
you want to answer any of your friends at any time. DND: If you're using some other app on your Android phone and don't want to bother Whatsapp Messages, then you can use the DND feature to disable your Internet connection only for GB Whatsapp. Text Messages Broadcast: You can send text messages to groups, which is a great
feature. Message Filter: GB Whatsapp APK is formulated with the Message Filter feature, which gives the user the ability to clear the chat, which can also filter your messages. Anti-revoke message: Comes with Anti-revoke messaging feature. Share live spots: In addition, the user can also share their live locations with friends using GB
Whatsapp 2019. Outstanding Effects: Users can add outstanding and unique effects when sending photos and videos to their friends and family. Recall multiple messages: At one time you can withdraw multiple messages. Send maximum photos: Also, compared to the official Whatsapp you can send more than 90 photos at a time.
Alternatively, you can send a 50MB video clip and 100MB audio clip to your contact. Endless Themes: Plus, this modified version of Whatsapp theme feature is also introduced. So there are so many amazing themes and emojis that you can apply to your phone according to your mode. Download Status: Another great feature of this app
is that you can download photos and video statuses uploaded by other contacts. Amazing font: Are you bored of the old font? Then, with this feature, you can choose the font of your choice. Type and typeface with this feature. Message History: You can check the history of recalled messages from your contacts and groups. Change
contacts: Change the media visibility of a particular contact in your gallery. Note unread messages: You can leave the notification read messages. Select all chats: With this app, you can choose all the chats at the same time with the home screen. Hide your status: The status of recording a voice can be hidden. Best picture quality: with
GB Whatsapp you can send high-resolution photos. Magazine Magazine the user can see the history of the log of all your contacts. Language: Another best feature, with this language feature, you can choose a language from the lost default. Notification: This app also lets you receive notifications when someone on your contact lists
changes their profile picture. Pop-up notifications: Another incredible feature of GB Whatsapp APK is that you can hide pop-up notifications about this app from the main screen. Download GBWA's latest version of Requirements It requires an Internet connection WIFI Connection recommended Location Device Access to the WiFI Contact
Gallery Access to Contacts WIFI Connection recommended Identity Device External Comparison Of Access to Storage Whatsapp VS GBWhatsappGB FEATURESWHATSWHATSAPP Status Symbols Up to 255 Characters Up to 139 Characters Document Exchange Documents at One Time 100 30 Sharing Media 50 MB , Txt format
languages supported by 45130 Empty Message Sending Theme Change also check FMWhatsApp APK Here... How to download GBWhatsApp? Many people don't know how to download and install an APK file. If you also want to know the process, then don't worry. I'll tell you simple steps to download and install it. When installing APK
MOD, you can enjoy all the advanced features. Let's talk about the steps! Storage space: Storage space is needed for this APK MOD. Allow unknown sources: Turn on unknown sources after opening the Tab setting. Download: Click on the download button and download the APK file. Installation: Once downloaded, open the folder where
you saved the APK. Click on this APK file to install it. Running: You have to run the app. Sign in: Log in to your WhatsApp account and enjoy fantastic features. You can do this quickly, but if you have any problems with this process then you can write a comment to me for more information. Download Now Download GBWA iOS Where to
get and set up GBWhatsApp? If you're trying to get this app program for yourself, and get going to use it, you're most likely looking for a safe and secure place to get. This usually assumes that you will surely want THE APK, with which, you install mod on Android Mobile. Right here, GbApps.net you can access GBWhatsApp now; The
way to update and install GBWhatsApp At the moment you will learn how to access the apk, the next steps are going to tell everything you would like to know, how to install this APK in your mobile phone and works with full performance. Fully personalized themes are arguably the most preferred of GBWhatsApp's newest optional
attributes, with all the mods you'll probably be able to choose a theme of any part WhatsApp, the menu's chat display, helps you make an aesthetic that gives one of the most enjoyable experiences. Send a big big one Fast among the flaws in using WhatsApp is that sending a document. Do you have a photo, song or video that you need
to send to a friend, but WhatsApp restricts you from sending a file more than 16MB? GBWhatsApp last removes this restriction to make sure you can forward whatever you want. Support can save time regarding the protection of messages that concern you, and provide you with general comfort to make sure your chats are protected and
safe. What's more, two methods by which you can get your own files back, helping you keep in control. Process 1: Reserve GBWhatsApp with apk. The initial strategy to consider will certainly support GBWhatsApp chat right through the program. Procedure 1: Open the apk as well as search setting up and then chat back up. Procedure 2:
Click on Back-Up to keep a copy of your posts along with the accompanying media right into your inner gadget memory. Alternative Process 2: Backing up GBWhatsApp from PC. Dr.fone - Bring Back Social Application is the best alternative in the world to the transmission of information android applications and is planned to be used in
the best, as well as manual experience in the management of mobile information; including your own GBapk and Whatsapp backup records. The program is easy to use, also in case you have extremely limited technological capabilities, and you have the ability to send each of your GBWhatsApp documents such as chat rooms, images,
large dimensions of video, data, voice messages and more. Frequently asked questions What is GBWhatsApp APK? This is a dWhatsApp mod with additional features. Is GBWhatsApp APK safe? I have been using this mod for months for my business purposes and have never encountered a problem in using this app. I hope you will also
enjoy the features safely. Can GbWhatsapp work on the iPhone? Yes its work is awesome in the iPhone just like Andriod Can I need to eradicate my phone for this app? No! No need to root the device If I want to back up, then can I get data backed up? Yes, you can easily get a backup of your WhatsApp. Should we update GbWhatsapp?
No, it's not any rocket science, but if you've updated The WhatsApp account ban or any privacy issue? No, this is a complete Save app you will be able to control your personal privacy choices. Can I use dual Whatsapp on the same mobile phone? Are you sure! This app is designed for this thing. So enjoy using this If you want more
updates of this fashion then you should continue to visit this site! Thank you for visiting! And them with friends! Friends! Friends!
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